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Medical Refrigerator LMR-A21

Medical Refrigerator LMR-A21 large is an upright type medical refrigerator with stainless 

steel body (inside) for easy cleaning any avoid decontamina�on. It is designed with double 

glass door with heater to prevent ice leakage. Equipped with audio and visual alarm for 

high/low temperature, door open and system failure, and casters at the bo�om for 

movement. The use of forced air cooling technology helps in maintaining stable and 

uniform inner temperature.

Features :
 Microprocessor-based temperature controller with LCD display

 Temperature range of refrigerator is + 2 °C to + 8 °C

 Consist of two sensors and auto defrost facility

 Designed with double glass door with heater to prevent ice leakage

 Consist of 8 - 12 adjustable shelves made up of high quality steel wire

 4 casters at the bo�om

 CFC free R134a refrigerant with highly efficient less noisy compressor and interior 
 fluorescent ligh�ng

 Forced air circula�on technology helps in maintaining inner temperature stable and 
 uniform

 Designed with double glass door with heater to prevent ice leakage

 Highly effec�ve condenser and expansible evaporator is installed to provide quick 
 freezing

 Cer�fied with CE, ISO9001, ISO14001, ISO13485

 It can work in room temperature ranging from 0 °C to 32 °C

Applica�on :
Medical refrigerator is used for storing liquid, solid drugs, vaccines, biological specimens 
and samples in laboratories, research centers and hospitals.



Medical Refrigerator LMR-A21

Specifica�ons:

Model  LMR-A21

Capacity 1500 L

Shelf quan�ty 12 unit

Internal Dimension (W × D × H) 600 × 1100 × 1400 mm

Temperature controlling range 2 °C to 8 °C

Temperature accuracy ± 0.1 °C

Refrigerant CFC free R134a

Power Supply 220 V / 50 Hz

Input Power 900 W

External Dimension (W × D × H) 780 x 1200 x 1894 mm

Weight 150 kg


